
2ND & 3RD
AUGUST 
WEEK 2

BIBLE STORY: Creation • Genesis 1-2
BOTTOM LINE: God made us to take care of each other.
MEMORY VERSE: “Here is what love is. It is not that we loved God. It is that he 
loved us and sent His son to give His life to pay for our sins.” 
1 John 4:10, NIrV

ACTIVITY #1: Opening Activity
WHAT YOU NEED: “Storybook” Pages, markers, gallon-sized plastic zipper bags, permanent marker

LARGE GROUP TIME - WORSHIP + LESSON
Please remember to encourage your group to engage in 

large group time as YOU engage in large group time!

WHAT YOU DO: 
• Give each kid a “Storybook” half page and set the markers within everyone’s reach.
• Invite the kids to think of examples of someone who takes care of people and how they can illustrate 

that person. (For example: coach, doctor, firefighter, nurse, parent, grandparent, etc.)
• Tell the kids that the illustration they create will continue the storybook from last week and they’ll get to 

add to it each time they come to Small Group this month!
• If there is extra time and interest, provide kids with additional half pages to draw more pictures of what 

it looks like to take care of people and give new kids another page to draw pictures of someone   
showing love for the first page of their book.

• After kids finish, place their storybook pages in their plastic bag from last week.
• If there are new kids, write their name on an empty plastic zipper bag then place their pages inside.
• Save the bags in a safe place so kids can continue to add pages all month.

ACTIVITY #2: Name That Animal
WHAT YOU NEED: “Name that Animal” Activity Pages, markers, paper, masking or painter’s tape

WHAT YOU DO: 
• Divide your group into pairs.
• Set out the pieces from the “Name that Animal” Activity Page, spreading them out around your 

group’s space.
• Set out the markers, blank paper, and optional decorations.
• Instruct the teams to work together to dream up their own animal using the various supplies  

provided.
• Invite the kids to tape the pieces together on the floor or wall to form their animal.
• Encourage kids to use their different skills and gifts to help their team reach their goal of creating 

a never-before-seen animal.



TAKEAWAY TIME    ASK:
1. WHAT DID YOU LEARN?

2. HOW CAN YOU USE THIS IN YOUR LIFE?

HIGHS + LOWS     ASK:

   1. WHAT WAS YOUR HIGH/BEST MOMENT 
FROM THE PAST WEEK?

   2. WHAT WAS YOUR LOW/WORSE MOMENT     
       FROM THE PAST WEEK?

HOW CAN WE PRAY 
FOR YOU?

PRAY TOGETHER AS A CLASS FOR EACH 
PRAYER REQUEST + EMPOWER THE KIDS TO 
PRAY FOR EACH OTHER. BE SURE TO WRITE 

THESE PRAYER REQUESTS DOWN AND 
FOLLOW UP WITH KIDS THE NEXT WEEK.

ACTIVITY #3: Get Creative
WHAT YOU NEED: Bibles, butcher paper with memory verse, craft supplies, glue

WHAT YOU DO: 
• Make sure each kid has a Bible.
• Together, look up 1 John 4:10 using the navigation tips then read it together several times.

WHAT YOU SAY: 
“Our verse reminds us that God took care of us in the ultimate way by sending Jesus to save us. But 

God didn’t just take care of us so we could kick up our feet and watch TV while eating sour gummy 

worms. God took care of us and rescued us from sin so we could see what God’s epic love looked 

like and we could take care of others, too. God made us to take care of each other.”

• Remind the kids that they can help take care of their teammates by being helpful and working 
together.

• After the teams finish their animals, let each team show their creation to everyone and explain 
what it is.

• Ask the questions below to review today’s story and start a conversation about how God wants 
us to take care of each other.

 » Before Creation, what was there? (nothing but God)
 » Name the things that God created. (Because God created everything, this could be a fun way 

to challenge kids to see how many pieces of creation they can name in a certain amount of 
time. If anyone knows the names of different species of animals or bugs, let them name those, 
too!)

 » What is special about how God created humans? (We are the only creation that was made in 
God’s image.)

 » What does it look like for us to take care of God’s creation? (Allow kids to share their various 
ideas.)

 » What does it look like for us to take care of each other? (Allow kids to share their various 
ideas.)

Finding verses with 2nd and 3rd graders: Guide kids to open their Bibles to the front and find 
the table of contents. Hold up a Bible opened to the table of contents to show the kids what the page looks 
like. When the kids find the table of contents, lead them to find “1 John” in the list under “New Testament.” 
When the kids find 1 John, lead them to look at the page number beside the word. Explain that the number 
tells them on what page they can find 1 John. Help the kids find the page. When they find 1 John, explain that 
the big numbers on the page are the chapter numbers. Help them find chapter 4. Explain that the small 
numbers are verse numbers. Help them find verse 10 in chapter 4.

• Lay out the butcher paper, glue, and craft supplies.
• Invite the kids to cover the memory verse letters with the craft supplies, either sticking or  

gluing them.
• Encourage the kids to take care of their group members by sharing the glue and supplies and 

making sure everyone is able to contribute to decorating the butcher paper.


